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ABSTRACT
When populations of house mice reach 6X optimum density,
all their members have lost capacity to sustain or develop
effective relationships with both their physical and social
environments. Rejection by parents, interruption of action
cycles, and loss of opportunity t o acquire social roles
represent the major pathological processes. Associated disturbance of cognition and motor behavior represents universal
autism. Loss of ability to rear young, or conceive them, or
to maintain residential stability, signal the then inevitable
population extinction. Such failure of brain function, to
the point of preventing expression of those most complex
behaviors essential for species survival may, on the human
level, be expected to disrupt conceptual processes. Ability
to create, diffuse, and utilize ideas would decline rapidly
were the observed animal model of crowding to characterize
the human species. Changes in world population dynamics
between 1975 and 2065 could produce a species pathology
comparable to that of the mice.
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INTRODUCTION
Universal autism is an end state of a population in which every one of its
members has lost the capacity to express those behaviors essential for species
survival. This unanticipated phenomenon characterized five populations of
house micel-8 of our earlier Study 102 which were allowed to grow in designed
habitats in which most conditions restraining population increase were absent.
As the population of adults began to exceed 4X the optimum, the behavior of
most individuals became fragmented into shorter and less adequate units. At
the same time, an increasingly larger proportion of the population was marked
by reduced motor activity, and even more strongly reduced interaction with
associates. 4 ,5 These latter withdrawn individuals tended to form large sedentary aggregates in public space.
By the time the number of adults in these populations approached 6X the
optimum density, all mice born thereafter exhibited characteristics during
their maturation that had not been seen before. These subjects, born to
behaviorally incompetent and rejecting mothers, were termed the "beautiful
ones, " or BOs, to denote their excellent pelage, a condition resulting from
intensified self-grooming and from failure to engage in conflict interactions.6
These BOs essentially never developed any normal adult social behavior, such as
that involved in mating, even though they maintained an essentially normal
level of activity. Lack of placental scars at autopsy of the four smaller
populations , when the 500 BO females in them were 130 and 320 days of age,
indicated that none of them had ever conceived.2 Failure of cognitive and
behavioral development of this terminal generation was so striking, and their
inability to develop meaningful relationships with their physical and social
environment so marked, that the term autism may be applied to these last
generation individuals. The fifth, and largest population of our Study 102 was
allowed to continue until the last aged animal died without any behavioral or
reproductive r ecovery occurring during the decline in numbers to population
extinction, 4-5 the ultimate pathology.
Obviously the human species has not yet experienced this ultimate pathology.
However, theory2,9,ll-12 relating to changes in human numbers suggests that starting ca 1976 the world population of humans began to enter a 200-year transition
between a long-term increasing phase to a longer, but slower, decreasing
phase. During the first half of this transition, it is quite possible that
changes in the relationships among people, having similar effects to those
induced by crowding, could precipitate universal autism. Therefore, in 1975,
we initiated two animal model studieslO to help us understand better the origin
and possible prevention of universal autism. Insights from one of these, our
recently completed Study 133, will be briefly presented here. Representative
behavior types of autistic mice (fig. 1) seen in Studies 102 and 133, help
appreciate the consequences of cognitive and behavioral developmental failure.
[Fig. 1 about here]
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Fig. 1-Typical behavior of autistic mice: (A) Female autistic, "pied piper,"
mice in Universe 25 of Study 102. These non-mating, non-conceiving last
generation mice would approach and collect about the feet of the investigator
when he entered the habitat. Then they would follow him as he circled around
the habitat. They would also cluster on or about any strange object placed
in this environment. The above figured pipers had a midpoint age of 314 days,
196 days after 95% of females under optimal density would have ceased this
type of exploratory behavior. Movies taken at midpoint age of 549 days, an
age by which the great majority of females under optimal conditions have ceased
conceiving, reveal that this juvenile behavior persisted unabated. (B) Male
autistic ("beautiful one") "barfly" mice in Study 133. Such side-by-side
body contact behavior became quite accentuated among 6th generation males.
(C) Frog mounts, very long duration mounts with both sexes characterized by
inappropriate behavior. (D, E) Nippers, extreme intense attacks accompanied
by inhibition of flight behavior by attacked mouse. Fig. A by Yoichi Okamoto,
Figs. B-D by James L. Hill.
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METHODS AND PROCEDURES
1. Habitat. (figs. 2 & 3) This octagonal habitat,lO our "UNIVERSE" 33, with
its 8 radially symmetrical identical cells, could accommodate 1600 resting
mice in the 128 nest compartments in the 32 nest boxes attached to the outer
walls. Access to these are by vertical wire tunnels. Travel over the outer
surface of the tunnels gave the mice access to food and water. 120 numbered
sites in each cell enabled precise locational designation of every observed
behavior or place of capture. Note also that each of the radially symmetrical
cells was also by its two subcells bilaterally symmetrical. The tops of low
barriers, elevated above the surface of the sawdust substrate on top of the
habitat floor, served as travel routes. These barriers, in conjunction with
the presence of food, water, and nesting material resources in each cell,
tended to confine the resting time residence and the center of activity of
each subject to a single subcell.
[Figs. 2 & 3 about here]
2. Diet. A pelleted food closely approximating the powdered food that we
earlier usedl3-14,16 with rats was employed. It was close to that which
omnivorous animals, on the average, obtain in nature. We wish to emphasize
that this diet contained only 3 i.u. vitamin A per gram , equivalent to the
2500 i.u. optimum daily intake by adult humans. Each doubling of vitamin A
intake per day in rodents has a similar impact on cognitive and behavioral
developmentl4-16 as does each sequential doubling of population size above
optimal density. The earlier Study 102 utilized a commercial diet containing
ca 15 i.u. vitamin A per gram, as do many current commercial diets for rodents.
3. Subject genotype. The parental generation was an Fl of a cross between the
A and C inbred strains of albino mice obtained from the Jackson Memorial Laboratory, Bar Harbor, Maine. Resultant heterozygosity in later generations was
intended to enhance behavioral adjustive capacityl7 over that of the inbred
Balb C utilized in the Study 102.
4. Generational structuring. (fig . 4) The population was allowed to double
each sequential ca 200-day Period. Progeny born during the first half
of each Period were removed near its middle. This provided younger adults
with experience in parental care. At the end of each Period enough young
were allowed to survive to double the population.
[Fig. 4 about here]
5. Data acquisition and analysis. Each subject carried a numbered metal
tag in each ear. This enabled identification of each subject when it was
captured during resting hours to ascertain resting time residence. At these
times detailed data were taken relating to growth, reproduction and health.
The typical subject had 20 to 30 such sets of capture-time-related data.
Detailed behavioral data were recorded each Period for 100 to 400 representative subjects, on whose pelage coded color marks enabled identification at a
distance. The data base was so large and contained so many subjects and
variables that analyses, such as in figs. 4-6, could only be processed by a
large computer facility such as at the National Institutes of Health with its
IBM-370 and associated Wylbur data processing systems, and SAS software. In
addition, every significant analysis required 5 or more preceding steps of
derived variable data base construction stemming from original raw data.
Each of these, as well as each terminal analysis, required development of
software programs idiosyncratic to the present study.
Universal autism

L2
Hopper

L1

Extension
Nest Boxes

Fig . 2--Universe 33 habitat for Study 133. It consisted of 8 radially symmetrical cells . Each nest box at levels Ll to L4 of each cell contained 4 nest or
retreat compartments. The red plastic lid of each nest box enabled observation of contained mice . Opposite corners of this universe were 5.18 meters
apart .

Fig. 3--A cell of Universe 33. Each cell is bilaterally symmetrical with
respect to location of structures and resources, thus forming two subcells.
Nest boxes, and the "cup and saucer" dominance stand are respectively 1.5 and
2.0 times higher in the clockwise subcells than in the counterclockwise
subcells. This difference, which nEicessi tates more expenditure of energy by
residents of the clockwise subcells essentially characterizes mice there as
having lower income. They generally have lower social status and live at
higher densities.
9
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Fig. 4--Structured population change. Vertical bars define circa 200-day
generational Periods, P2 to PS, at whose starts enough recently weaned mice
of respectively generations G2 to GS were allowed to survive to attempt to
double the population. Potentially effective adulthood characterizes 118 to
565 days of age. A.D. dates defining human intergeneration spans of 27
years are superimposed on the starts of these episodes of "full adulthood"
to provide an appreciation of the scope of this animal model to human experience. No implication is intended that this sequence of dates for humans
mirrors a course paralleling a comparable sequence of generations and events
in the mice. The abrupt decline early in Period · 8 results from removal of
all G5 and G6 to leave only G7. Then all G7 were removed on week 225, while
their normal demise is projected from survivorship curves for earlier generations. Data are 3-point moving means.
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6. Residential stability. An algorithm, utilizing date and place of each
capture, enabled the computer to identify each subject's episodes of residential stability, persistent occurrence in a particular subcell among the
habitat's 16 subcells. Periods of instability or wandering alternated
between periods of residential stability. Other computer programs enabled
calculation of the proportion of the population residentially stable each
week across its history (fig. 5), or with age by sex (fig. 6), or behavioral
categories.
[Fig. 5 about hereJ
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RESULTS
By 28 days of age most young mice are weaned from dependence on, or
association with, their parents' social groups. They then begin wandering.
Under optimal density conditions, over 90% of females have settled into
stable residence by 118 days of age, the time of inception of adult life.
See the Generation 2, G2, females in Period 2, P2 (fig. 5) and the G2 & 3
females (fig. 6). Subcell of 1st stable residence is random with respect
to subcell of birth. Entry of a new generation into the social system tends
to rejuvenate it, although the new residents cause some displacement of
older members of groups.
Highest residential stability for females reached 98% during Periods 2 and 3
when 12 adults inhabited each cell during P2, and each subcell during P3.
This high degree of stability at these densities conforms to the design intent
of the habitat. These two periods constituted the optimal phase of the
population history. Thus 192 adults, 12 per subcell, represented the upper
optimal population size for Universe 33. During this optimal phase males
were considerably less stable residentially than were females. This resulted
from increased contention among males as they established status hierarchies
and while one male within a group's range converted its more central portion
into a territory, thereby providing protection from undue disturbance to
reproducing females.
[Fig. 6 here]
Maturation of G4 during P4 increased the adult population to nearly twice
its upper optimal level. This increased stress from social interaction sufficiently to double the residential instability among females, even though the
proportion of females residentially stable still exceeded 95% (fig. 5), matching
that of males. Theory of interaction7,14 holds that the maximal rate of increase
in experienced stress happens just before group size or density reaches twice
optimal. At that time reattainment of optimal social relations requires the
group to split in half, half of its members disperse, or that marked withdrawal characterize many of the group's members. However, the Universe 33
habitat was a closed one; no escape was possible. The dramatic decline in
residential stability (fig. 6) of these G4 females, starting when they were
205 days of age, and in the middle of their first major breeding period,
reflects a renewal of wandering that rejection from assuming effective social
roles imposed on them.
The GS progeny of the combined females of the prior generations, particularly of G4 fem.ales who experienced role rejection and reduced residential stability, in turn exhibited more striking residential instability. Maintaining
wandering beyond 118 days of age represents an autistic persistence of adolescent behavior into or through adulthood. Some GS males (fig. lB) exhibited
the autistic body contact barfly behavior, which later became pronounced among
G6 and G7 males. A few GS, G6 and G7 females as adults exhibited the autistic
attraction to strange objects. Decrement in residential stability also continued through these last three generations. Among G7, increases in residential
stability seemed solely dependent upon age. This allowed a gradual settling
down that resulted from acquisition of minimal bonds .with their physical
environment only. Their sustained inability to care for young reflects loss
of ability to develop adequate social bonds.
Universal autism
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Changes in reproductive behavior, including parental care of young, form a
complex set affected by crowding. Some behaviors after initial developmental
expression became fragmented or had their expression inhibited . Others failed
to develop adequately and thus more properly denote autism. During PS too few
young were reared through weaning to enable doubling the population to 8X
optimum density in P6. Then in P6 survival of G7 pups to weaning continued
to decline as residential stability of their parents declined. Thus, the
numbers of this new, 7th generation did not even suffice to compensate for
mortality among older GS and G6. Finally, during the breeding phase of the
latter half of P7, the parental care behavior of GS and G6 had become so
fragmented and suppressed, and its development among G7 so inhibited, that no
pups survived beyond 3 days of age. Even removing all surviving GS and G6
during the initial part of P8, which reduced the G7 to less than twice optimum
density, did not suffice to increase infant survival beyond 3 days of age.

Universal autism
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CONCLUSION
Universal autism marked the end state of this second large-scale study of
crowding in mice, despite the more favorable circumstances under which the
subjects lived and developed. In both the initial study 2-8,Zl,ZS and the
present replication, the overly ample supply of food, water and shelter, and
protection from disease, predation, and inclement weather, fostered better
survival of the individual. However, beyond the more primitive biological
imperative to sustain individual survival, there has arisen a higher order
evolutionary imperative to maintain a pattern of relationships with associates
conducive to developing and sustaining those most complex behaviors of the
species which are so essential for its survival. Sustained crowding prevents
the function of this imperative.
Two concepts, those of optimum group size and social velocity, provide
background for understanding the meaning of crowding, and why sustained
marked crowding culminates in universal autism and population extinction . 2,17,14-15,19 Optimal utilization of resources by species whose members
must have fixed home sites to protect their progeny during early development,
results, over evolutionary time, in the origin of compact groups which on the
average contain 12 adults.14,26 Evolution similarly modifies heredity to
foster changes in behavior that will maximize the amount of satisfaction from
social interaction consistent with the normal contact rate within a group of
12 adults. Such groups then represent the optimum group size.
It may also be shown that the proportion of contacts that are satisfactory
or gratifying will vary among the members of a group, even by chance. The
less satisfactory the relationships with associates are, the more an individual
withdraws by reducing both its level of activity and its response to associates when it is active. These changes in activity and responsiveness represent changes in social velocity. Associated differentiation of behavior among
members of optimum sized groups permit more effective distribution of necessary
role functions among the group's members. Our two studies of crowding in
mice revealed that maximum reduction of velocity and maximum fragmentation of
behavior had been reached by the time the populations of adults reached 6X
optimum. Then fragmentation of parental behavior, coupled with sustained
high density, prevented later born young from ever developing the capacity
for effective relationships with associates or their physical environment.
Essentially the same spectrum of normal and pathological behavior characterized both the initial study utilizing an inbred strain of mice, and the
present replication which provided considerable genetic diversity . These
animal model studies at least raise the possibility that genetic factors may
not necessarily be involved in those human mental illnesses whose long time
courses reflect refractoriness to treatment. Renewal of more optimal density
conditions for mice proved insufficient to alter behavioral pathology resulting from long exposure to crowding.7-8,19 Recall (fig. 4) that reduction of
the population to just the autistic 7th generation did not suffice to restore
effective maternal care, despite the fact that relatively effective care of
young occurred during the earlier transition between Periods 4 and 5 when
population density was similar to that experienced by these 7th generation

Universal autism
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autistic mice under the terminal reduced density of the 8th Period of the
population's history. Undeveloped parental care, and other similarly
pathological behaviors, were of such a magnitude of environmentally induced
change, and so resistant to correction, to appear as if such a massive degree
of lethal somatic mutation had occurred that an emergent species, a terminal
behavioral species, had arisen.

Universal autism

- 10 IMPLICATIONS FOR HUMANS
The essence of optimum group size is the contact rate among individuals.
Humans for the past 40 or so millenia have been able to sustain an increasing
density, and world population, by the tactic of increasing the number of kinds
of functional and social roles4,9,12,14,24 proportional to the increase in
population size. This has kept the contact rate experienced by the average
individual similar to that in a closed group of 12 adults, despite each
successive doubling of world population having required only half the time of
the prior doubling.
It has been known since 1960 that this long-term ever increasing rate of
population increase must drastically change well before 2026 A.O. for the
human species to survive.9 Recent decrease in fertility suggests that the
transition to a new era began about 1976, and that world population will at
least double from that date before starting to decline about 2065 A.o.11-12
The year 1976 marked an upper optimum world population level beyond which
increasing population size represents increasing crowding. The intervening
80 years between 1976 and 2065 may well be the only time in history, past or
future, when the human population may be subjected to the possibility of
developing extinction-producing universal autism. Beyond the crowding producing doubling of world poulation, variables having similar effect as crowding
include:
1.
2.

Inhibition of creation of new kinds of roles.
Failure to expand the complexity of roles.

3.

A 2.6-fold increase in net annual immigration from less to more developed countries, whereby accentuated difficulty in intercultural accommodation might inhibit the otherwise resultant origin of cultural hybrid
vigor from such exchange.
A 2.5-fold increase of proportion of population 60 years of age and over
from 0.08 to 0.20.
Proportion of population having vitamin A intake between 5,000 and
10,000 i.u. per day, or greater.

4.
5.

The origin and course of universal autism is marked by fragmentation of,
or failure to develop adequately, those most complex behaviors essential for
species survival. For humans, these behaviors encompass the creation, diffusion and utilization of ideas or concepts. Were universal autism to gain
an even modest foothold in human society, the very momentum that any social
system acquires might suffice to prevent turning affairs around before cognition and behavior become so impaired that no longer would anyone be capable
of perceiving or reacting to the implication of the trap we had entered.
Indications that we may be approaching a point of no return are even found
in medicine and the health and behavioral sciences, bastions of altruism,
compassion, service, and the understanding of human nature. And yet professional specialization, and the momentum of normal science, progressively focus
on more partial and fragmentary aspects of the human condition. This is most
critical in the broad field under the umbrella, "mental health." Success in
molecular biology and related neuroscience technologies is fast defining
humans essentially as only biochemical machines that can be manipulated in
Universal autism
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conformity with this limited definition of humanity. Animal models of
universal autism may be replicated; humans have only one trial for experiencing and possibly avoiding this condition. Through the sequence of
animal model studies leading up to the present validation of the concept
of universal autism, consideration has been given to the implication of
these models for humans.2,4,5,10,12,14,16,25,26,27
Awareness of the possibility of human universal autism developing serves
to focus attention on preventative action that can simultaneously promote
realization of the evolutionary imperative -- to retard or reverse the
course of entropy increase.28-35 Until contemporary time, genetic and
cultural mechanisms have served as effective antientropic (negentropic)
processes to increase awareness and responsiveness through increasing
diversity and complexity of function and structure, particularly as they
relate to communication. Enlarging software and hardware means for metabolizing information introduces a third phase of antientropic evolution.
All three levels must function simultaneously. All lesions in the fabric
of their functional and structural integrity make more probable the
origin of human universal autism, and thus the end of evolution. This
more encompassing meaning of the use of the word 'lesion' harmonizes with
its earlier usage,36 and broadens medical responsibility to antientropic
concerns.

Universal autism
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THE FAMILY CENTER
DISTINGUISHED SCIENTIST LECTURE SERIES

JOHN B. CALHOUN, Ph.D.
"Universal Autism: Extinction Resulting From
Failure to Develop Relationships"
In forty years of research with animal models, Dr. John B. Calhoun, an
ecologist and researcher at N.I.M.H., has established that unchecked increases
in population density inevitably bring on such instability of residences, and
thereby of relationships, that a point of no return occurs. That point of no
return he has called universal autism, a state in which individuals do not form
relationships. Dr. Calhoun has also developed a theory about the effect of
density on humans and ways to sustain human potential in face of increasing
world density.
When he first published his research findings in the 1970's, Dr. Calhoun
found that the pressure -of publicity interfered with the continuation of his
research, so he purposefully chose not to make his work public. Recently, he
has been reviewing the life histories of 2400 animal research subjects in the
process of writing a book. In doing so he has encountered the phenomenon
of universal autism, where males, called "barflies," are arrested at an infantile
stage of huddling on bars in the research habitat, and females, called "pied
pipers," are arrested at a juvenile stage of following anything strange in their
environment.
At Georgetown Dr. Calhoun will do a public lecture about important
findings in his research. There is always the problem of adapting animal
research to humans, but the comparlson is worthy of serious consideration.
There is always the possibility that humans can reach a point of no return.
Dr. Calhoun's research has shown that animals can be taught collaborative
roles in which they can exist in crowded conditions without increased pathologies. His research suggests that humans may avoid universal autism if they
can be aware of the problem before it exists.

For further information call The Family Center (202) 625-7815.

